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PARISH COUNCIL NEWSLETTER 
 

• There have been much discussions at County Hall regarding Brexit and how the UK 

Government should replace EU funding with a national successor scheme delivered and 

managed locally, which maintains the current global value and is index-linked. 

 

We released a report concerning the UK’s transition from the current EU funding regime to 

the Shared Prosperity Fund (SPF) 

 

A summary of the Principles of this scheme should be: 

 

1) A scheme of the same value and index-linked 

We want to ensure that Norfolk continues to receive its fair share of economic 

growth funding, and that the value of successor schemes remains index linked. 

2) Schemes of economic Impact 

Ensuring that all grant applications remain assessed on their economic impact and 

they can justify the use of public funds 

3) Ability to prioritise funding locally 

Funding should be focused on meeting local economic strategies for growth rather 

than diluting the impact locally through nationally-set priorities 

4) Decision-making delegated to local areas  

This would require County allocations of funding through funding awards 

5) Ability to collaborate Transnationally where relevant 

One of the current advantages of EU funded schemes is the ability to impact on 

common challenges by working in partnership with other countries and areas. We 

want to maintain this where it is relevant for Norfolk – challenges faced in the seas, 

fisheries, waterways, and environment. 

6) Simplifying Schemes 

Simplification of rules and regulations needs o be centre stage of a new funding 

regime. 

7) Joining Similar Schemes Together 

Business advice and workforce training should be overseen by one department and 

delivered locally to ensure consistency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• NCC have issued new funding available to local councils: 

 

Canoe Foundation Grants 

Grants of between £2000 - £10,000 are available to club’s and community groups wishing to 

increase participation in canoeing. Grants will improve accessibility to waterways and 

facilities, with the focus for this round of funding being: 

- Increasing and protecting public access points, steps and platforms 

- Improving the suitability of launching and landing sites, to and alongside water, for all 

sectors of the community. 

 

The deadline for applications id Friday 28 February 2020 

 

• S137 Spending for 2020/21 

The ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government advises that the section 

137(4)(a) of the Local Government Act 1972 sum for parish and town councils in England for 

2020-21 is £8.32 (compared to £8.12 for 2019-2020) 

 

 

Apart from Cllr Jamieson’s role in Cabinet as Member for Finance, locally, he has focussed on issues 

nearer to home. 

These have included primary schools and the local delivery of Further Education; Transport in West 

Norfolk; on cycling routes; on local libraries and museums; on CITB; the acquisition of certain assets 

by local parish and town councils. 

 

 

 

 


